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introduce tobin tax?

in 1972 james tobin proposed a currency transaction tax to
discourage short-term speculators
friedman (1953) challenged (shortened quote)
speculation is destabilizing is equivalent to saying that
speculators lose money, since speculation can be
destabilizing only if speculators sell when the currency is
low in price and buy when it is high
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who are these short-term speculators / ‘noise traders’ anyway?
I

boundedly rational traders (chartists, unsophisticated
individuals, etc.)

I

rational investors with a private value for trade

I

if making money, these speculators serve as liquidity
providers (grosman and miller (1988) and jovanovic and
menkveld (2010))

tobin tax does not strike me as a good idea ex-ante
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Given the bewildering
range
of estimates
it is useful to try and abstract away from the issue of the
introduce
tobin
tax?
evidence
tax base and focus on the assumptions about the tax rate and the extent of reduction resulting
from
thevolume
tax. Figurerespond
1 plots the assumptions
about the tax rate and amount of reduction for all of
does
to tobin tax?
the studies of the worldwide market.

mcculloch and pacillo (2010) review 26 reports which assume an

Felasticity
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A clear pattern emerges from Figure 1. First, most studies assume tax rates of under 0.2 per cent,
16
with many assuming a tax rate of 0.1 per cent or much less. Second, there is a huge range of

introduce tobin tax? evidence
does volume respond to tobin tax?
I

indirect: 1975 abolition of u.s. mandated minimal commission
rates decreased transaction cost by 31%-44%, which
prompted volume increase of 30%-100%, jarrell (1984)

I

direct: transaction tax decrease of one percentage point in
u.k./sweden leads to a volume increase of 50%-70% (jackson
and o’donnell (1985), lindgren and westlund (1990), ericsson
and lindgren (1992))

does volatility respond to tobin tax?
I

indirect: 1975 u.s. abolition reduced (systematic) market
volatility by 30% (jones and seguin (1997))

I

direct: no effect on volatility for u.k. (saporta and kan (1997))
but weakly lowered volatility in sweden (umlauf (1993))
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but, volatility effect requires further thought. . .
return volatility consists of two components
mt

= m t −1 + w t

pt

= mt + s t

return volatility rt B dpt equals σ2 (w ) + 2σ2 (s )
menkveld, koopman, lucas (jbes 2007) estimates state-space
model
σ2 (s )
monthly u.s. equity returns 1999-2005: σ2 (w ) is 28%!
(hendershott, li, menkveld, and seasholes (2010))
σ2 ( s )

daily u.s. equity returns 1994-2005: σ2 (w ) is 46%!
(hendershott and menkveld (efa 2010))
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ban short-sales?

how about short-sales, will that reduce ‘harmful’ speculation?
yesterday: beber and pagano (2010), comerton-forde and putnins
(2010), and clifton and michayluk (2010)
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ban short-sales? recent evidence
boehmer, jones, zhang (2009) study the 2008 u.s. shorting ban in
nearly 1000 financial stocks and find that it
I

increased bid-ask spread

I

increased intraday volatility

I

“may not have provided much of an artificial price boost” (after
tarp control)

beber and pagano (2010) exploit world-wide time variation in
shorting ban implementations in 2007-09 and find that it
I

slowed down price discovery

I

decreased liquidity, in particular for small-caps

I

“failed to support stock prices, except possibly for u.s. stocks”
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conclusion

“no!”
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